FOOD SPECIALS

Grilled Polska Kielbasa grilled onions & sauerkraut relish served with potato chips  10.50

Pierogi your choice of meat or cheese pierogi with grilled onions  7.50

DRINK SPECIALS

Warsaw Mule
Lukszusowa vodka, lime & ginger beer 8.75

Mieszko Polish Lager
Mieszko the First was a Polish ruler who helped Poland become an independent nation back in 970 A.D. Inspired by his vision of independence, this handcrafted lager is brewed with Pilsner, Vienna and Munich malts and corn flakes to provide a classic, easy drinking lager experience. A light addition of noble Perle hops provides a note of European spice and natural hop aroma and flavor.

Malts: Pilsner, Vienna, Munich  Hops: Perle

Don’t forget your Passport stamp!